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Abstract 
W e  present a sequent calculus for  proving that  
processes in  a process algebra satisfy assertions in 
Hennessy-Milner logic. The main novelty lies in  the 
use of the operaiional semantics to derive introduction 
rules (on the left and right of sequents) for  the diflerent 
operators of the process calculus. This gives a generic 
proof system applicable to  any process algebra with an 
operational semantics speczjied in  th,e GSOS format .  
We  identify the desirable property of compositionality 
with cut-elimination, and we prove that th,is holds for 
a class of sequents. Further, we show that the proof 
system enjoys good completeness and w-com,pleteness 
properties relative to  i t s  intended model. 
1 Introduction 
The  provision of proof systems for program logics 
is an important research goal, as such systems enable 
one to  give formal proofs guaranteeing that programs 
satisfy required properties. A desirable feature of such 
proof systems is that they should allow a compositional 
style of proof development. Informally, a proof system 
is compositional if it builds a proof that a compound 
program satisfies a compound property out of proofs 
that the constituent subprograms satisfy relevant sub- 
properties. Compositionalit,y is import>ant for several 
reasons (see, e.g., [ lo ,  9, 2]), not least because it al- 
lows a proof that a program satisfies a property to be 
built up following the structure of the  program and 
property being verified. 
The  work in this paper is based on the observa- 
tion that,  in the context of pure first-order logic, the 
issue of compositionality was addressed long ago by 
Gentzen in his work on sequent calculus [4]. In se- 
quent calculus, each of the connectives h a s  rules build- 
ing a conclusion involving a compound formula out of 
premises involving its immediate subformulae. Only 
one rule violates the structure-building nature of com- 
positionality: the cut rule. However, cut is elimin- 
able. Thus Gentzen obtained compositionality via cut- 
elimination. 
In this paper we develop a worked example to show 
how the techniques of sequent calculus can similarly 
be used to  address the issue of compositionality in 
program logics. Our example is a sequent calculus for 
showing that processes in any process algebra with an 
operational semantics specified in the GSOS format 
[3, 11 satisfy assertions of Hennessy-Milner logic [6]. 
Such process algebras provide interesting examples 
because of the well-known difficulties in giving proof 
rules for parallel operators [9, lo]. The benefit of work- 
ing with an arbitrary GSOS system is that we obtain 
a generic proof system applicable to a wide class of 
process algebras. 
In our setting, one is interested in establishing that 
a process p satisfies a formula A .  We therefore build 
sequents from sets of judgements of the form p : A ,  
which are to be read as expressing such properties. 
Sequents have the standard form I' A, where I' 
and A are finite sets of judgements considered as con- 
joined and disjoined respectively. Our methodology is 
to give rules for sequents involving the usual style of 
introduction rule (on the left and right of sequents) 
both for formulae and for processes. 
For the formulae of Hennessy-Milner logic we need 
such rules both for the propositional connectives and 
for the modalities. The rules for the former are stand- 
ard.  For t h e  modalities, we give rules which reflect in 
as direct a way as possible their meanings. For ex- 
ample, in the case of the necessity modality, we have 
that p satisfies [a]A (where a is some action) if and 
only if, for every process q such tha t  p can perform 
(I to become q (notation p - % q ) ,  it holds that q satis- 
fies A.  In order to translate this in terms of primitive 
rules it is necessary to have a further judgement form 
expressing that p-%q for processes p and q .  Then one 
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has natural rules: is not eliminable. For example, the following deriva- 
tion just uses the above process rules and cut: 
where, in the second rule, x io ,a variable (ranging 
over processes) that  does not appear in the conclud- 
ing sequent of the rule (thus x is isn orbzlrary process 
to which p can evolve via U ) .  The inclusion of pro- 
cess variables involves allowing judgements to contain 
open process terms. This increases expressivity: one 
can state general properties ranging over the set of 
all processes. This possibility ra,ises the question of 
w-completeness (see Section 5). 
The rules for processes are derived from the opera- 
tional semantics of the process algebra,, making crucial 
use of the presence of p: q judgements. Indeed, the 
right-hand rules are copied directly from the opera- 
tional semantics. For example, the rules for the CCS 
prefix and sum operators [8] are: 
I' ==+ a . p s i p ,  A 
r 3 p 3 . : p l ,  A r =+ A --- 
J? ==+ p- t -q:p ' ,  A I' =+. p + q $ q ' ,  A 
The rules introducing process operators on the left ex- 
press that  f(pl, . . . , p h )  $ T may only happen if it is 
derivable via one of the operational rules for f. For ex- 
ample, for the prefix, zero and sum operators of CCS, 
this property is expressed by the following rules: 
where we write r[P, P] for I'lplx, q/y]. (Incidentally, 
we did not mention any right-hand rules for zero be- 
cause there are none.) All the above rules are compos- 
itional in the sense that a conclusion involving a pro- 
cess f(p1 , . . . , p k )  is derived from premises mentioning 
only its arguments p l )  . . . ) p k .  
Although we have not given a full definition of the 
proof system, we can illustrate that ,  unfortunately, cut 
b.O$O 
c.OC+O, a.b.OLc.0 =j c . 0 2 0  
cut 
a.b.Of+c.O zj 
but, there is no cut-free derivation of the concluding 
sequent. The sequents a . b . O L x ,  a . c . 0 5 ~  a and 
a.b.0 + c.d.O:x, a.b.0 + c . d . 0 A x  a give other ex- 
amples of the same phenomenon. This failure of cut- 
elimination does not seem to  be a result of the particu- 
lar formulation of the rules, but rather an unavoidable 
problem for the parlicular sequents considered above. 
As seems reasonable, all the rules are sound (in a sense 
explained in Section 3) relative to models in which 
bisimilar processes are identified. So the only way to 
show the impossibility of a.p 5 q is to show that p 
and p are not bisimilar. This involves considering the 
hereditary behaviour of p and q ,  and a cut will be 
required to  remove the resulting contradiction. 
As the cut rule violates compositionality, its non- 
eliminability threatens the whole programme we are 
advocating. Fortunately, it turns out that  if one makes 
certain restrictions to the class of sequents (exclud- 
ing, amongst others, the sequents above) then cut 
is eliminable (see Section 3). We show this in Sec- 
tion 4 by proving completeness for t,he cut-free system 
(on restricted sequents), thus avoiding a syntactic cut- 
eliminalion argument. The completeness result is re- 
lative to  a class of models, corresponding roughly to 
the class of those transition systems determined by 
extensions of the process algebra with new operators. 
Normally, however, one is interested in the process 
calculus a t  hand, which forms the "intended" model. 
In Section 5, we show that ,  for certain sequents, the 
system is complete for deriving truth in the intended 
model, and we give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a useful form of w-completeness to  hold. 
reliminaries 
We use x, y, z ,  . . . to range over a countably infinite 
set of process variables. We use f, g, . . . to range over a 
set of operator symbols each of which has an associated 
arity 2 0. We use p ,  q ,  P, . . . to  range over process terms 
built from the operators and variables. We writre r(Z) 
to mean that all the variables of P are contained in the 
vector 'of distinct variables 5; in which case, given a 
vector of process terms, pi of the same length as 5, we 
write r(p3 for the process term obtained by the evident 
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substitution. We write Vars(p) for the set of variables 
appearing in p .  We say that p is closed if Vars(p) = 8. 
The operational semantics is to be specified by a 
GSOS system. We follow the treatment in [I], whose 
limitations will be discussed in Section 7. We use 
a ,  b ,  c ,  . . . to range over afinite set of actions. A GSOS 
rule has the form: 
where: all the variables are distinct; Z and y’ are the 
vectors of all xi and yij variables respectively; mi, n; 2 
0; and k is the arity off .  We say that f is the operator 
of the rule and c is its action. A GSOS system, R, 
is given by a set of GSOS rules containing, for each 
operator-action pair f, c ,  only a finite number of rules 
with operator f and action c. Henceforth, we assume 
given a fixed GSOS system, 72. 
Normally the GSOS system is used to determine 
a labelled transition system between closed processes 
giving their operational behaviour. We shall be inter- 
ested in this transition system as one intended model 
amongst a wider class of models. First, some pre- 
liminary definitions. A labelled transition system is a 
structure of the form T = (lTl, ( 5 ~ ) )  where: IT1 is a 
set (of staies); and 5~ is a binary relation on [TI for 
each action a. We use s , t , .  . , to range over IT]. We 
write s ST if there does not exist t such that s -%T t .  
We use bisimilarity to refer to the relation of strong 
bisimilarily between two transition systems [8]. 
A premodel is a structure T = (/TI,  { $ T } ,  { f ~ } )  
where: (IT], {&}) is a labelled transition system; 
and fT is a k-ary function on IT1 for each operator 
f of arity k. Given a premodel T ,  an environment 
is a function from process variables t,o /TI. An envir- 
onment, y, induces an evident function mapping each 
process term p to  a state y(p) E IT/. 
We say that a premodel T is a. model if we have 
that fT(S1,. . . , sk) AT t if and only if there exist an 
environment y and a rule in R (of the form in (1) 
above) such that:  
1. y(z1) = S I  and . . . and y(xk) = s k ;  
2. for all i,j with 1 5 i 5 k and 1 _< j _< mi, it holds 
that Y(z;) %r ~ ( ~ i j ) ;  
3. for all i,j where 1 5 i 5 k and 1 2 j 2 ni, it 
holds t h a t  y(zi) 5 ~ ;  and 
4. t = y ( r ( z , g ) ,  
Of particular interest is the intended model given 
by the process calculus itself. This model, TR, is the 
unique model based on the algebra of closed process 
terms. The existence and uniqueness of TR is one of 
the fundamental properties of any GSOS system [3]. 
Our more general class of models includes all quotients 
of the intended models of disjoint extensions of R (see 
[I]) by congruence relations contained in bisimilarity. 
We use A , B , C ,  . . .  to  range over formulae of 
Hennessy-Milner logic [ B ] ,  which are given by the 
grammar: 
A ::= T I T A  I A A B  I ( a ) A .  
The other connectives and the [a] modality can be 
defined in the standard ways. Given a labelled trans- 
ition system, T = (ITl, {%T}), the “forcing” relation, 
l k ~ ,  between IT1 and formulae is defined as usual: 
t l k ~  T always holds; t ll-T -A if t l g L ~  A; t I ~ T  A A B 
if both t l l - ~  A and t IFT B;  and t ll-T ( a ) A  if there 
exists t’ such that t 3~ t’ and t’ l l - ~  A .  
3 The sequent calculus 
In this section we present the sequent calculus. As 
motivated in Section 1, it has different judgement 
forms: logical judgements p :  A ;  and action judgements 
p 5 . q .  In addition, as the operational semantics allows 
negative premises, we include inaction judgemenis of 
t.he form p 2. We use J ,  K ,  . . . to range over judge- 
ments and r, A , .  . . to range over (possibly infinit,e) 
sets of judgements. 
Judgements have interpretations in arbitrary pre- 
models. A relation T k, J between premodels T ,  
environments 7 and judgements J is defined by: 
We write r b~ A to mean that ,  for all environments 
y, if,  for all J E r, it holds that T k7 J then there 
exists I< E A such that T k7 K .  We write r A to 
mean that r FT A for all models T .  
The sequent calculus uses sequents of the form 
r j A,  where r and A are finite, which are to be 
read as expressing t<hat r A. As we saw in Section 
1, there are problems in obtaining a cut-free system 
for arbitrary sequents. We avoid these problems by 
defining’a proof system operating on a restricted class 
of sequents. 
The restricted class of sequents is obtained by im- 
posing conditions on the lefbhand set of judgements. 
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A (possibly infinite) set of judgements, r, is said to be 
assumable if it satisfies the following three conditions. 
R. Suppose that R contains exactly 1 rules with op- 
erator f and action c ,  so for each h with 1 5 h 5 1 we 
have a distinct rule: 
1. If p%q E then q is a process variable. 
ahx i  l < i < k  bhu l < i < k  
2. If p z z  E I‘ and q-z b E I’ then p = q (syntactic - ? f i j } l s j 3 m h ,  {zi -H ) l s j 3 T l h i  (2) 
identity) and a = b .  f ( ~ l , . . . , ~ k ) - % ~ , y 3  
3. The relation, Qr, on process variables, defined 
by x Qr y if there exists pap y E I? such that p 
contains x, is well-founded. 
We call a sequent, r A, admissible if I’ is assum- 
able. Our sequent calculus will work with admissible 
sequents. 
Conditions 1-3 above are the simplest we could 
find with which we could obtain a cut-elimination the- 
orem. The three counterexamplles from Section 1 are 
ruled out by conditions 1 and 2 .  Condition 3 pre- 
vents, for example, judgements p 5 x from occurring 
in I‘ when 1: E Vnrs(p). For p containing arbitrary 
GSOS operators (involving negative premises) it may 
be impossible to satisfy such judgemenh for reasons 
to do with the nonexistence of solutions to arbitrary 
unguarded recursion equations. As in Section 1, there 
exist examples of such judgements for which the se- 
quent p -% I * requires cut to be derivable. One 
final observation concerning assumability is that ,  if 
one reads p -% q as a judgement t,hat q has “type” 
p s ,  then the conditions on assuimability are just an 
infinitary generalization of the usual requirements on 
contexts in dependent type theory. 
We now give the proof rules for the sequent calcu- 
lus. Each rule is to be read as applying only when the 
hypotheses and conclusion are admissible sequents. As 
usual we have the axiom rule: 
Admissibility considerations mean, for example, that 
when J is an action judgement it must have the form 
p 5 x. As a matter of fact, it will follow from the 
completeness proof of Section 4 that (Ax) need only 
ever be applied with J of the form y 5 1 .  
The rules for logical judgements are presented in 
Figure 1. These rules essentially form a sequent calcu- 
lus for a multi-modality version of the minimal modal 
logic K ,  albeit with the extra baggage of process terms 
and (in) action judgements. 
The rules for inaction judgements are presented in 
Figure 2. They are a straightforward implementation 
of the definition of -% in terms of:.
The rules for action judgements are presented in 
Figure 3. They are determined by the GSOS system 
Then we have 1 sequent rules introducing action judge- 
ments of the form f ( p 1 , .  . . , p k )  2 r on the right, 
namely I(fAR),, . . , , (fAR),, and one rule introdu- 
cing such judgements on the left, namely (fAL). Note 
that in amy application of (f$L), when 1 > 0, it must 
be the case that f(p1,. . . , p k )  2 z r ,  as otherwise 
the premises would not be admissible. We give ex- 
amples of the rules generated by some specific process 
operators below. 
Lastly, we consider a substitution rule and two cut 
rules. Although these rules will turn out to be ad- 
missible, they are useful for practical applications (see 
Section 6). The substitution rule is simply: 
restricted to apply only in cases that preserve admiss- 
ibilit,y. For logical judgements and inaction judge- 
ments, J ,  we include the usual cut rule: 
(Cut) 
r , ~ d a  ~ = = + J , A  
I’*A 
For actiion judgements there is a natural generaliza- 
tion of the usual rule that allows one to cut out an 
arbitrary action judgement from the right-hand side 
of a sequent. The rule is 
Thus (ActCut) cornbines (Cut) and (Sub) in a way 
that is consistent with the admissibility requirements. 
It is worth mention,ing that (ActCut) is not an arbit- 
rary generalization of the usual cut rule. Although we 
shall not consider a. syntactic proof of cut-elimination 
in this ]paper, (ActCut) is needed to define the reduc- 
tions on derivations involved in such a proof. 
We lhave now presented the entire system. Note 
that no structural rules were given. Exchange and 
contraction are redundant because sequents are built 
from finite sets. Wleakening is an admissible rule. 
Before stating the theorems we give some illustrat- 
ive examples of the induced rules for particular process 
operators. For the prefix, zero and sum operators, the 
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r 3 p : ~ ,  A r 3 p : ~ ,  A 
(AL) r ~ : A A  B ,  A ( A n >  r , p : A , p : B  A r , p : A A B  =+ A 
r =+ p A q ,  A r' ==+ q : A ,  A 
((.)RI r 3 p :  ( a ) ~ ,  A ( ( a m *  r, p : ( a ) ~  =$ A 
I', p $ x ,  x : A  A 
'Restriction on ((a,)L): the variable z must not occur in t,he rule conclusion 
Figure 1: R.ules for logical judgements 
*Restriction on (AR): the variable z must not occur in the rule conclusion. 
Figure 2: Rules for inaction judgements 
"Restriction on ( f 5 L ) :  all of the variables yij are distinct and do not occur in the rule conclusion. 
Figure 3: Rules for action judgements 
*Restriction on ( } ) z L ) :  x and y do not occur in the rule conclusion. 
Figure 4: Rules for the )) operator 
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x%x'  =% X L X l  
2 5 2 '  =j ~ ) ) y 5 x ' ) ) y  x'))y:T 
x z x '  j x))y:(a)T 
---J 2 4 ,  x))y: (a )T y2-y' :=+- y2-y'  
Y 5 Y '  =a .))Y+Y', z))y:(a)T ==$ x))y':T 
y z y ' ,  y ' :T  x))y:(a)T 
y : ( . ) T  z))y:(a)T 
Figure 5: Example derivat,ion in the sequent calculus 
right-hand rules are the same as those given earlier in 
Section 1. The left-hand rules differ in that they are 
specifically tailored to admissible sequents. The new 
versions are: 
" # b  r w x 1  * AWzI ___ 6 I', a . p $ x  3 A r, a.p--+x a A 
- 
r, oLx .A 
where in the last rule y and t do not occur in the 
concluding sequent. Note that all the rules are special 
cases of their earlier counterparts. FOR a last example, 
we consider a prioritized parallel operator, )), chosen 
to illustrate the use of negative premises. The opera- 
tional rules for )) are: 
Thus the right-hand argument may only perform an 
U action when the left-hand argument cannot. The 
derived sequent rules for )) are presented in Figure 4. 
To show the proof systeiii a t  work, we give in Figure 
5 an example derivation of : ( a )T  x))y : (u )T .  
For readability, we avoid including extraneous judge- 
ments in the sequents. The full derivation involves 
evident weakenings of the written sequents. 
We end this section with the main results. For as- 
sumable (possibly infinite) and arbitrary A we write 
I' t- A to mean that there exist finite subsets r' C r 
and A' C A such that the sequent r' A' (which 
is necessarily admissible) is derivable. Similarly, we 
write Fcj A to mean that for some finile subset,s 
r' C I', A' C_ A t8he sequent l?' 4' is deriv- 
able witlhout use of any of the rules: (Sub), (Cut) and 
(Actcut) .  
Theorem 1 (Soundness) If TI- A then I' k A 
Soundness is proved by t,he st,andard induction on de- 
rivations. 
Theorem 2 (Cut-free completeness) If I' is as- 
sumable and I' k A then I' I-,j A.  
Completeness will be proved in Section 4. The syn- 
tactic importance of the two theorems is that we have 
0111 compositjional proof system: 
Corollary (Cut elimination) r t A if and only zf 
r tcf A .  
4 Proof of completeness 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. 
As usual we prove the contrapositive. Suppose that 
I'o t f j  A 0  where I'o is assumable. We shall construct 
a model T, together with an environment 7, showing 
that F0 A,. 
A substiluiion, a', is a partial function from vari- 
ables to process terms. We write Dom(a) for the do- 
main of U .  We also use set-theoretic notation for ma- 
nipulating partial functions, which are considered as 
their graphs. We shall construct a sequence of triples 
(ri, A;, ui), for i 2 0. For each i ,  we write Vi for the 
set of alJ process variables appearing in uj<i rj U Aj 
and L$ for Ui\Dom(aj). The sequence will satisfy t8he 
following properties: 
1. Ti is assumable; 
2 .  ri ifcr A ~ ;  
3. CT~ 12 u,+l; and 
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4. there are infinitely many variables not contained r i = ( f ( p l , . . . i P k ) ~ r h ( ~ , , ,  $9 h ) ,  v a r s ( q ? s  
in Ui. and f ( p 1 , .  . . , p k )  5 rh(j7,g E A;, in which case: 
if there exist i , j  with 1 5 i 5 k and 1 5 j 5 
mhi such that ri ycj pi + q i j ,  A; then Ait, = 
Ai U { p i  '2 q ; j }  for a chosen such i ,  j ;  otherwise 
We already have I'o and A,. Define uo = 0. (It may ahi j  
be assumed, without loss of generality, that  there are 
infinitely many variables not contained in U0 .) 
To define the rest of the sequence let {TO,  T I ,  . . .} be Ait, = Au{pibZ}  for a chosen i , j  with 1 5 i _< 
k and 1 5 j 5 nhi such that  I'i ycj pi '2, Ai; 
where we write c for the empty vector and, in the 
action judgement cases, i t  is assumed that the rules 
an enumeration of the following "scheduling" set: 
{(JI f, m) I J a judgement, $a  (possibly empty) 
vector of process t,erms and m 2 0). 
in R with operator f and action c have the form in 
(2) of Section 3,  and that  the vectors and f have the 
appropriate length. (Similar assumptions are made 
below without further comment.) 
such that each element of the set appears infinitely 
often in the enumera.tion. Define = I'i and 
A,+l == Ai and ci+l = ci unless one of the follow- 
ing holds: 
Lemma 1 T h e  sequence (I'i, A;,ui) is well  defined 
and enjoys properties 1-4 above. 0 ri = ( p :  T A ,  E ,  0) and p : T A  E ri, in  which case 
A,+, = Ai U { p : A } ;  
0 ri = ( p : A A B ,  E ,  0) and p : A A  B E I'i, in which 
case rit1 = ri U { p : A ,  p : B } ;  
0 ~i = ( p : ( a ) A ,  6 ,  0) and p : ( a ) A  E ri ,  in which 
case ri+l = ri U { p  -% x ,  x : A }  where x is a 
chosen variable not contained in Vi; 
Ti = ( p z ,  9, 0 ) ,  & E ri and Vurs(q)  L$, in 
which case Ai+l = Ai U { p : q } ;  
0 Ti ( f ( p i , .  . . ,pa) 2 2, E ,  0 )  and j ( p i ,  . . . , pk):+2 
E Pi, in which case: 
where c i s  a chosen vector of distinct variables not 
contained in Ui and h is chosen so ri+l rjcj Ai+i; 
0 ri = ( p : ~ 4 ,  E ,  1) and p : - A  E Ai, in which case 
ri+l = ri U t P : ~ ) ;  
0 ri = ( ~ : A A  B,  6 ,  1) and p : A A  B E Ai, in which 
case Ai+l = Ai U { p :  A }  if ri ycf p : A ,  Ai, and 
A;+l = Ai U { p :  B }  otherwise; 
0 ri = ( p :  (a)A,  q ,  l) ,  p :  (a)A E Ai and Vurs(q) C 
X I  in which case if ri Ycj q : A ,  Ai then Ai+, = 
Ai U {q:A} ,  otherwise Ai+l = Ai U { p A q } .  
0 ri = ( P A ,  E ,  1) and p-% E Ai,  in which case 
ri+l = ri U { p  5 x} where x is a chosen vari- 
able not contained in Vi; 
The proof is a routine verification. 
We now define the required model T,. We write U, 
for U, ui and U, for ui Vi. Define V, = U,\Dom(e,). 
The model T, is determined as the unique model such 
that: ITc/ = { p  I Vars(p)  C Vu}; the operators 
are interpreted using the term algebra structure; and 
z -%T= q holds if and only if, for almost a.ll j (i.e. for all 
but finitely many j ) ,  i t  holds that  x $ q  E rj (in which 
case q must be a process variable). The existence and 
uniqueness of T, corresponds to  the analogous result 
for GSOS systems with &rules in 131. 
We shall define the required environment using an 
iterated substitution. For a substitution U ,  we write 
e* for the homomorphism on process terms satisfying: 
6 * ( x )  = { ;*(U(.,, i f x  E Dom(g),  
otherwise, 
when a unique such homomorphism exists. We write 
u*(J) for the judgement obtained by substituting 
o.*(z) for all occurrences of ea.ch varia.ble x i n  J .  
Lemma 2 For all i ,  we have th,at U: exists and x E Ui 
impl ies  Vurs(e**(x) )  E V; .  Moreover i f  J E ri then ,  f o r  
all j 2 i ,  e i ther  e;(J) E rj o r  J h,as the  f o r m  p 5 x  
where 1: E D o m ( u j ) .  S imi lar ly ,  i f  J E Ai then ,  f o r  all 
j 2 i ,  i t  holds tha t  e j * ( J )  E Aj. 
Lemma 3 Th.e f u n c t i o n  e: exists and x E U, im.plies 
Vars(c: (x ) )  C V,. Moreover,  f o r  a n y  p ,  i t  h,olds that 
~ : ( p )  = c j+(p)  f o r  almost all j .  
The proof of Lemma 2 is stra.ightforwa,rd. The proof 
of Lemma 3 relies on the well-foundedness of the ar, 
relations. The (slightly technical) argument is omitted 
for lack of space. 
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Define rc(z) to be u:(x) if, 3: <: U, and arbitrary 
otherwise. 
Lemma 4 For all i and judgements J, 
1. if J E rj t h e n  Tc J ;  and 
2. if J E Ai t h e n  T, kyc J .  
Proof. First the lemma is proved for judgements 
p A q  and PA, by induction on the structure of a c ( p ) .  
For action judgements there are two cases: 
p s z  E ri. If z 6 Dom(uu) then u:(p) 5 z E rj 
for almost all j 2 i. But then u:(p) must be a 
variable y, as otherwise for slome rj of the form 
(a:@) x, E ,  0) we would have z E Dom(crj;l), 
a contradiction. So y z~, x. Thus T, brc p - z .  
Otherwise, if x E Dom(u,) tlhen for some j 2 i, 
z E Dom(uj+l)\Dom(aj). Thus uj*(p)2 .z  E rj 
and rj = (a j* (p )  5 z, E ,  0) where a ; ( p )  has the 
form f(p1,. . . , p k ) .  So, for solme h ,  we have 
{ p i a y y , . } l l i < ~  b'ht.i I<i<k 
8 3  i < j < m h ,  U {pi + }isj3nh, C rj+l. 
Now a c ( p )  = f ( u : ( p l ) ,  . . . , cr:(pk)).  So, by the 
induction hypothesis, T, kTc pi -+ yij and 
Tc kTc pi + (for all appropriate i , j) .  But then 
aL(rh(G,$).  Thus indeed Tc kTc p 2 1 .  
a h i j  
b h i j  
T c  byc f ( p l ~ . . - r p k ) ~  p h ( @ : g .  Also U:(.) = 
p z v  E A+ Suppose, for contiradiction, t1ia.t T, bTC 
p z r .  
I f  is a variable 2 then x a:(r). Thus 
u:(r) is a variable y and x i5 y E I'j for almost 
all j .  But, for almost, a,ll .j, we have u j ( p )  = I 
and a;(.) = y, so zA+y E Aj.  Thus rj t-,f Aj,  a 
contradiction. 
a:(.). So there exist h and tj'such that u:(r) = 
If = f(p1 , . . ., p k )  the]? f (p11.f ' 7  P k )  
rh(F,$ and: 
1. for all i , j  with 1 5 i 5 k and 1 5 j 5 mhi, 
2. for all i, j with 1 5 i 5 k and 1 5 , j  5 n h i ,  
a h i j  
pi -+ T, qij  ; and 
b h t j  
Pi +T,. 
For almost all j, we have a:(p):uz(r) E Aj. So 
for some rj = ( u : ( p ) A a : ( r ) ,  ?, h )  it holds that 
either pi -+ qij E Aj+l or pi + E Aj+l for some 
suitable i, j. Then, by the induction hypothesis, 
either T, kTc pi '3 q i j  or Z", krc pi b2s Thus 
either way cont>radicts 1 or 2 above. 
ah;) bhnj 
The cases for inactioln judgements follow fairly easily. 
For logical judgements, p : A, the lemma is proved 
by induction on the structure of A. We consider only 
the cases for the modality. 
p :  ( a ) A  E Fi. For almost all j we have a:(p) : ( n ) A  E 
I'j. Thus for some rj = (a:(p) : (.)A, E ,  0) we 
have {u:(p)  5 z, I : A }  C rj+l. Then T, kyc 
u:(p) -% x and T, 2 : A,  the latter by the 
induction hypothesis. So T, p :  ( a ) A .  
i. For almost all j we have that 
gz(jD):(u)A E Aj. Let q be any element of IT,]. 
For almost all j, Vars(q) C 4. Thus for some rj 
of the form (a:(p):(u)A, q ,  1) we have that either 
q : A  E Aj+l or a:(p) -% q E Aj+l .  In  the first 
case:, by the induction hypothesis, T, kTc q : A .  
In the second case T, kYc u:(p) -%(I. So indeed 
T, &Cy, p :  (rr)A. 
€a 
Theorem 2 follows. 
The completeness theorem is relative to entailment 
over the class of all models of R. Usually one is in- 
terested in truth in the intended model Tn. In this 
section we give conditions under which completeness 
does indeed hold relative to Tn. 
The first such cclmpleteness theorem is motivated 
by the observation that,  in any model, the state inter- 
preting a closed process p is bisimilar to the state p in 
Tn. As we shall see, the proof system is complete for 
deriving the truth in TR of sequents containing only 
closed process terms. Actually, a stronger result holds 
- it is enough that every process variable in a sequent 
is forced to represent a state interpreting a closed pro- 
cess. A ,simple syntactic condition guarantees that this 
is the case. We say that a pair of sets of judgements, 
(I?, A), 11s closed-generated if r is assumable and every 
process variable, 2 ,  in ruA appears in a judgement of 
the form p:z E F. This condition combines with the 
well-foundedness of QP to ensure that each minimal 
variable z under QP appears i n  a (necessarily unique) 
judgement of the form p L z  E 
'Eheorczn 3 For closed-generated (I?, A), at holds t h a t  
I' k~~ A zmplzes I' t A. 
The theorem is a direct consequence of the above proof 
of Theorem 2. When (r,, A,) is closed-generated and 
where p is closed. 
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ro y A0 it turns out that  the model Tc constructed 
in Section 4 is itself Tz. To show this, one establishes 
that U, = Dom(u,) (hence V, = 0). This follows 
from the (omitted) techniques used in the proof of 
Lemma 3. 
Given Theorems 1 and 2, an equivalent statement 
to Theorem 3 is that,, when (I', A) is closed-generat,ed, 
then I? k~~ A implies I? I= A. It is interesting to note 
that conditions 1 and 2 on the assumability of I? are 
essential for this implication to hold. For example, we 
have that a.0&0+0 + T ~  but not that  a . O ~ O f O  b, 
as 0 and 0 + 0 have the same denotation in the model 
obtained by quotienting TR by bisimilarity. 
The restriction to closed-generated consequences 
does not fully exploit the expressivity of sequents con- 
taining open terms. One would like a more general 
completeness result for sequents in which the variables 
need not derive from closed processes. 1Vha.t we seek 
is a form of w-com.pleieness, i.e. complet,eness relat- 
ive to all environment,s interpreting process variables 
as closed processes in TR. In order to obtain such a 
result, it is necessary to make some mild expressivity 
assumptions on the GSOS system R. 
For a. 1a.belled transition syst,em T ,  the rela.tion --+T 
is defined by s -+T t if t,liere exists a such t.1ia.t s Z T  t .  
We write --$ for the transitive closure of + T .  A finite 
behaviour is a state s in a labelled transition system T 
such tha.t: the set S = {s} U { t  [ s --+$ t ]  is finite; and 
the restriction of --+$ to S is irreflexive. An important 
property of finite beha,viours (cf. [ 5 ] )  is that ,  for any 
such s in T ,  there exists a formulaA (the characteristic 
formulaof s) such that,, for any state t in any transition 
system T', we have thst  t is bisimi1a.r to s if a.nd only 
if t ll-y A (the existence of A relies on t,he set of a.11 
actions being finite). 
The GSOS system R is said to represent a finite 
beha.viour s in T if there exists a closed term p such 
that p in TR is bisimilsr to s in T .  Suppose t1ia.t there 
is some finite behaviour s in T that  is not represen- 
ted by R. Let A he the characteristic formula of s. 
Then we have that z : A b ~ ~ ,  but not z : A I-. Thus 
w-completeness fa.ils. Therefore, a necessa.ry condition 
for w-completeness is that  R represent every finite be- 
haviour. This turns out to he also a sufficient, condi- 
tion for a useful class of consequences. 
Tlieorem 4 (w-completeness) Suppose that R rep- 
resents every finite beh,aviour. Then, for finite T', A 
such that r is assunaable and A contains n o  action 
judgements, r k~~ A implies r t A. 
The condition that R represent every finite beha- 
viour is rather mild. For example, it is satisfied by 
any process algebra containing the prefix, zero and 
sum operators. The restrictions on the form of con- 
sequence are all necessary. The finiteness restrictions 
on r and A are required because the consequence re- 
lation I- is compact, whereas + T ~  need not be. For 
example, take R to be the GSOS containing just 
the prefix, zero and sum operators. Then it holds 
that k~~ {x : [u]"L I n 2 0}, but it is clear that  
y {z:  [a ]" l  I n 2 0). For an example showing why A 
is required to contain no action judgement, note that 
it possible to construct a GSOS system, containing 
the prefix and zero operators, that  represents every 
finite behaviour and in which the only closed process 
term bisimilar to the zero process is 0 itself (so there 
is necessarily no sum operator). If R is such a system 
then {z  : [.]I I a an action} b~~ a.0 5 2, but the 
corresponding sequent is not provable. 
Theorem 4 is proved by establishing that,  under the 
conditions of the theorem, I? A implies r kzz A. 
Suppose then that we have T and y such that,  for all 
J E r, T /=-, J and, for all K E A,  T P7 K. We must 
define a TR-environment y' such that ,  for all J E r, 
Tr, I=., J and, for all I< E A ,  Tr, k-,, 117. 
For any transition systems S and T ,  the relation 
N~ (the m-th approximation to bisimilarity) between 
IS1 and IT( is defined by: s -0 t always holds; and 
s .t holds if: 
1. whenever s 5 s  s' there exists t' such that t $T t' 
and s' -m t ' ;  and 
2. whenever t -& t' there exists s' such that s :s s' 
and s' wna 2'. 
The modal depth, md(A), of a formula A is defined to 
be the maximal nesting depth of (a) operators in A. 
We shall need the following facts, whose proofs are not 
difficult. 
P r o p o s i t i o n  1 (cf. [6]) The fo1lowin.g are equival- 
ent: 
1. s " t .  
2. For all A with md(A) 5 m, it holds that s 11s A 
if and only i f  t IFT A. 
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 If S and T are models of R then, for  
any L - a r y  operator f, for  any si,. . . s k  E IS1 and any 
t i , .  . . , t k  E IT], i f s1  -m t i  m d . .  . and s k  wm t k  th,en 
fS(S1,. ' . ,  Sk) " fT(t1, .  . . , tk). 
Proposition 3 If R represents every finite behaviour 
then, f o r  every t E [TI, there exists q E lT~l such that 
Q" t .  
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We shall define y’ so that, for ea.ch z it will hold 
that y’(z) wm y(z) for some m depending on z. To 
determine m we assign a depth,  d ( :p) ,  to each process 
term p by: 
d ( z )  = { ;(p) -t t i f p 5 z  E r, 
otherwise, 
d ( f ( P l , . . . , P k ) )  = m a z { d ( p l ) l , . . . , d ( P k ) } .  
It follows from the well-foundedness of ar that  d ( p )  
is well-defined. Define 
n =  m a z ( { d ( p )  + 1 I p 5 z  E I? or p $  E r U  A} U 
{ d ( p )  + m d ( A )  I p :  A E F U A}), 
using the finiteness of r and A. Clearly, for any p ,  we 
have n 2 d ( p ) .  
Lemina 5 There  exists a T ~ - e n v i r o n m e n l  y‘ such  
that:  
1. Y ‘ ( 4  N n - d ( z )  -4z); and 
2. ifp-%:a: E r then y’(p) 5~~ y’(z). 
Proof. We show that 7’(z) can be defined so that 1 
and 2 hold on the assumption that y’(y) is so-defined 
for all variables y with d(y) < cl(2). 
When d(z )  = 0 we use Proposition 3, setting ~ ’ ( z )  
to be the q given by -t = y(z). 
When d( z) = i+ 1 we have p 5 z E I‘ for some p ,  so 
y(p) 5~ y(z). But d ( p )  = i so, by the assumption and 
Proposition 2, we have y’(p) y(p), Therefore, by 
the definition of -n- i ,  there exists q E jT~l such that 
y’(p) :T~ q and q -n-(+l) .y(:c). Thus we define 
Lemma 6 For  all J E I?, TR brr J and,  fo r  all I< E 
y’(z) = q .  €4 
A, TR ky K .  
Proof. 
and 2 and the definition of n. W 
Theorem 4 follows. 
Immediate from Lemma 5, Propositions 1 
We have claimed that the cut-elimination theorem 
gives us a “compositional” proof system. The form 
of compositionality obtained is that  given by the 
structure-building nature of the proof rules. For ex- 
ample, in the rule ())-%L) of Figure 4, the p) )q  -!?+ z 
judgement in the conclusion is built up from judge- 
ments p .% z and q 5 y in the premises. Thus the 
underlying principle is the compositional one of reas- 
oning about the whole by reasoning about its parts. 
Note thatt the form of compositionality obtained ap- 
plies equally to the {structure of processes and to the 
structure of formula’e. 
On the other hand, another important aspect of 
compositionality, the modularity of process verifica- 
tion, is not addressed by the cut-free system. For 
example, a modular verification that p))q satisfies C 
would involve verifying an appropriate property A of 
p and an appropriaLe property B of q ,  where A and 
B are arbitrarily complex formulae chosen so as to be 
sufficient to establish the desired goal. Our proof sys- 
tem does naturally support such a form of verification, 
but ironically the cut rule is crucial to this. For ex- 
ample, one can combine the (Sub) and (Cut) rules to 
obtain the following derived rule: 
p : A  q : B  z : A , y : B  ==+ z))y:G - 
==+ P ) h  :C  
which produces the desired subgoals, together with 
a proof obligation to justify the choice of A and B .  
This approach to modular verification is that  adop- 
ted by !Stirling in  [9], who used special sequents for 
stating properties r : A ,  y : B zlly : C (where 1 1  
is the CCS parallel operator). In our approach, such 
sequents arise in a uniform way and are available for 
all t,he process operators in the language. Moreover, 
a crucial improvement on [9] is our Theorem 4, which 
shows that our proof system is complete for establish- 
ing suchi properties. 
Thus, despite cut-elimination, the cut rules will be 
useful in any practical implementation of the proof 
system. This is no surprise. In standard sequent cal- 
culi cut is an indispensible proof rule, allowing the 
reuse of established lemmas and a general shortening 
of proofs. Nevertheless, cut-free proofs are import- 
ant too. For example, the structural constraints on 
cut-free proofs are particularly useful for guiding goal- 
directed proof search. 
An important pragmatic issue is the ease-of-use of 
the proof syst,em. The  cut-elimination theorem gives 
some mathematical evidence for the naturality of the 
proof rules presented in this paper. Moreover, all the 
rules have one very desirable feature: each expresses 
a fundamental, self-explanatory property of its asso- 
ciated connective, modality or operator. This feature 
makes it plausible that natural informal proofs that 
a program satisfies a property (whose primitive steps 
should all be simi’larly self-explanatory) might have 
close formal analogues. 
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Conclusions and further work 
Previous work on compositional proof systems for 
process algebras (see, e.g., [ lo ,  9 ,  21) has often in- 
volved ingenious ideas that work for the operators un- 
der consideration but do not easily generalize to  other 
operators. Through having a sufficiently expressive 
form of sequent and incorporating the operational se- 
mantics into the proof rules, we have obtained a gen- 
eric system applicable to  a wide class of operators. 
have also improved on previous work by allow- 
ing open process terms and proving a corresponding 
w-completeness theorem. 
Regarding improvements to our work, there are 
several limitations inherent in our use of GSOS sys- 
tems. One is t,he restriction to a finite set of act,ions. 
There are natural generalizations to  infinite action sets 
which, however, involve the use of infinitary rules. It 
would be interesting to  develop a natural class of fi- 
nitary rules for dealing with infinite action sets. A 
further limitation is that  we have not included a re- 
cursion operator in the GSOS system. As remarked 
in [l] any process defined by guarded recursion can 
be dealt with by including a new process constant for 
the process and giving it  explicit operational rules. 
However, it would be better to  include direct proof 
rules for guarded recursion in the sequent calculus. 
Although such an extension of the proof system is not 
difficult, it leads to  tedious technical complications in 
the definitions and proofs. 
A severe practical limitation of our work is the 
use of I-Iennessy-A4ilner logic, which is too weak to  
express many interesting properties. It would be of 
great interest t o  investigate adding sequent rules for 
more powerful logical constructs, such as the least and 
greatest fixed-points of the modal p-calculus [7]. With 
such an expressive logic, one could not hope for a com- 
pleteness result for arbitrary processes. However, as in 
[2], it ought to  be possible to  obtain completeness for 
finite state processes. In this setting, cut-elimination 
is likely to be a difficult problem. 
More generally, the idea of deriving Gentzen-style 
rules from operational semantics seems likely to  have 
applications in other computational settings. It would 
be interesting to  investigate this possibility by consid- 
ering other programminglanguages (such as an imper- 
ative language) and ot,her programming logics (such as 
dynamic logic). 
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